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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we establish the following results: Let A be a square matrix of rank 
T. Then (a) (A+A*)/2 is idempotent of rank T, and tr,A (defined as the sum of the 
principal minors of order r in A) is one iff A is Hermitian idempotent. (b) A” = A t for 
some positive integers s#t, and trA=rankA iff A is idempotent. (c) A(A*A)b= 
A&A*)’ for some integers s#t iff AA*=A*A is idempotent, while A(A*A)‘= 
A(AA*)J for some integers s#O iff AA*=A*A. (d) A(A*A)‘=A*(AA*)’ for some 
integers s#t and rankA = trA iff A is Hermitian idempotent, while A(A*A)S= 
A *(AA*)” for some integer s iff A is Hermitian. Here A* indicates the conjugate 
transpose of A, and P--U is defined iff (P +), = (P”)’ for aU positive integers a and 
P + is the Moore-Penrose inverse of P. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The distribution of a positive semidefinite quadratic form q = x*Ax plays 
an important role in statistical distribution theory. When x has a complex 
multivariate normal distribution with zero means and identity covariance 
matrix, then q has a chi-square distribution if and only if (A+ A*)/2 is 
idempotent. We note that when A is idempotent but not Hermitian, then q 
need not have a chi-square distribution. In this paper, we investigate the 
structure of a square matrix A when (A+ A*)/2 is idempotent and rank 
(A + A*)/2=rankA. If tr,A denotes the sum of principal minors of order r, 
then it is shown that A must be a Hermitian idempotent matrix if 
(A+A*)/2 is idempotent, with rank(A+A*)/2=rankA=r and tr,A=l. 
Banerjee and Nagase [l] and Styan [4] have established by essentially 
similar proofs that A is idempotent iff A2 = A3 and rankA =trA. By a 
different approach we establish that A is idempotent iff A” = A’ for some 
positive integers s # t and rank A = tr A. 
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In order to consider negative powers of Al we define A -a. If A + denotes 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and (A+)” = (A*)+ for all positive integers 
cu, then we define A-” G (A +), = (A a)+. Notice that A + satisfies A4 +A = 
A,A+AA+=A+,A+A=(A+A)*,andAA+=(AA+)*.WhenAisaHermi- 
tian matrix, then (A +), = (A”)+ and hence we can always define A --OI in the 
above sense. Now we investigate the structure of matrices A that satisfy (a) 
A(A*A)“=A(AA*)’ or (b) A(A*A)“=A*(AA*)’ for some integers sft or 
some integer s = t (# 0). 
2. MAIN RESULTS AND THEIR PROOFS 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a squure matrix of rank T, and let S = (A + A *)/2. 
Then 
(i) S is idempotent of rank T iff AA* = A*A = 2A - A2. 
(ii) S is ihpotent of rank r and tr,A = 1 iff A is Hermitian ihpotent. 
Proof. (i): Suppose AA* = A*A. Then there exists a unitary matrix U 
such that A = tJD_ U*, where D, is a diagonal matrix having only r nonzero 
diagonal elements, (see, for example, [3, p. 61). Further, AA* =2A -A2 
implies D, D, - *-2D,-Dz, and if w=x+iy with i=m is a diagonal 
element of Dw, then x2 + y2 = 2x + 2iy - x2 + y2 - 2ixy, and hence either 
x = 1, y = y or x = 0, y = 0. Consequently, w = 1 + iy is a nonzero eigenvalue 
of A, and (0, + D3/2 = D is a diagonal matrix with zero or unit diagonal 
element. Thus S = U( D, + Dz) U*/2 is an idempotent matrix of rank T. 
Conversely, suppose S is an idempotent matrix of rank r. Then, there 
exists a unitary matrix U such that U* SU= diag( Z,, 0). Let 
U*AU=( ;;: ;z), 
(1) 
HJ U*(A-A*)U 
2 =( z:: z:)* 
where A,, and H,, are rX r matrices. Notice that H is a skew-Hermitian 
matrix; that is, H* = - H. Then 
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Hence, A,, = I, + H,,, where H,, is a skew-Hermitian matrix. Since iH,, is a 
Hermitian matrix, there exists a unitary matrix 2 such that iH, = ZD,Z*, 
where Dh is a real diagonal matrix. Then 
A,,= Z(Z,-iD,)Z* and lAlll=IZ,-iDhj#O. 
This shows that A,, is nonsingular. Now, 
(3) 
r=rankA=rank(U*AU)=rankA,r+rank(A,-A,,Ar<’A,,), 
from which 
A22=A21&?42. 
From (2), we have 
(4 
A,* = - A,, A$= -A,,, and A&=-A 12' 
Hence 
0= -(A&+AA,)=A;2(A;r-‘+A,‘)A12, 
and using (3), we obtain 
O=Af2Z[(Z+iD,)-‘+(I-iD,)-‘]Z*A,, 
=2[ A:,Z(Z+ iD,)-‘] [(I- iDA)-‘Z*A,,] 
=2[A~2Z(Z+iD,)-1][A~2Z(Z+i~.J-‘]*. 
This proves that 
A$=O=A,, and A,,=O. 
Using (5), (3), and (2) in (l), 
U*AU= 
(5) 
which yields the required result, namely, AA* = A*A = 2A - A2. 
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(ii): If A is Hermitian idempotent, then it is obvious that S =A is 
Hermitian idempotent and tr,A = 1. Conversely, let us assume that S is 
idempotent of rankr and r=rankA; then by (i), 
Z(I,-iD,)Z* 0 
0 0 
and tr, A = 11, - iDA I= 1. This means that 
]Zr+(Dhl=l and ]Z,-Df]=l, 
which is possible iff Dh = 0. Hence, 
This proves the required result, and completes the proof of Theorem 1. n 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a squure matrix such that rankA = trA and 
A” = A * for some positive integers s, t with s #t. Then A is iakmpotent. 
Proof. Since A is a square matrix of rank r, by the singular-value 
decomposition theorem (see, for example, [3, p. 6]), we can write 
A = WDV, v* v= w w= I,, (6) 
where D is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. Let B= 
DV* W. Then B is an rX r matrix and rankA = trA implies r=trB. Now 
A ’ = A * is equivalent to 
BS-l=Bf-1. 
(7) 
If w is an eigenvalue of B, then by (7) wsW1 = w *-‘, so that if w#O, it must 
be that 
WIS-*l = 1, (8) 
and hence that I w I = 1. Hence Re(w) < 1. Since the number b of nonzero 
eigenvalues of B is less than or equal to the rank s of B (see for example [2, 
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p. 214]), and trB is the sum of the eigenvalues of B (see for example [2, p. 
199]), we have 
b b 
r= 2 wj= 2 Re(w,)<bbs<r, (9) 
i=l i-l 
where wr, ws, . . . , w, are the nonzero eigenvalues of B. This shows that 
r= b=s, 
B is nonsingular, 
Re( wi) = 1 for all 
Now, employing (7), we get 
BiS-tl=Z. 
(10) 
1. 
Because Re(wi) = 1 for all i, this implies that B = Z= DV* W or V* W = D -I. 
Hence 
which proves the required result. n 
LEMMA 1. Let V and W be p x r matrices such that V* V= W* W- Z,. 
Let A and C be q x T matrices such that AV* = CW* and rankA = r. Then 
rank C = r, CC* = AA*, B = W*V= C*A(A*A)-’ = (C*C)-%*A is a 
unitay matrix, and V= WB. 
Proof. Using the hypotheses, 
AA* =(Av*)( VA*) = (cw*)( WC*) = cc*, 
so that rankC= r. From this, it is straightforward to verify that C*A, A*A, 
and C*C are nonsingular matrices. Further, 
and B = (C* C)- ‘C* A is nonsingular satisfying BB* = I. Hence, B is unitary. 
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Now, from AV* = CW*, we obtain 
A=CW*V and W*V=(C*C)-‘C*A=B. 
Further, W* = BV*, so that W= VB* or V= WB. The conditions AV* = 
CW* imply that V* = (A*A) - ‘A * CW* or equivalently, that V = 
WC*A(A*A)-‘, which together with V = WB implies that B = 
C*A(A*A)-‘, and completes the proof of Lemma 1. n 
LEMMA 2. Zf D,,=diag(hlZ,,,...,XkZ& Xi>&>.** >X,>O, and if V 
and W are p X r matrices satisfying V* V= W* W = Z, and r = Et_ Iri, then 
(i) VD~V*=WD~W* f orsomeintegerss#tiffk=l,h,=l,B=WVis 
unitary, and V= WB. 
(ii) VD;v*=WD;w* f or some nonzero integer s iff B= w*V= 
diag(B,,, B,,, . . . , B,) is unitary and V= WB. Here Bii is an ri Xr, unitary 
matrix for each i. 
(iii) WDiV* = VD: W* f or some integers s#t iflk=l, A,=l, B= W*V 
is Hermitian unitary, and V= WB. 
(iv) WD{V* = VD: W* f or some nonzero integer s iff B = W* V= 
diag(B,,, B,, . . . , Bkk) is Hennitian idempotent and V= WB. 
Proof. (i): Using Le mma 1 in VDiV* = WD: W, B= W*V is unitary 
and V= WB. Since the nonzero eigenvalues of PQ are the nonzero eigenval- 
ues of QP (see, for example, [2, p. 200]), from VDiV* = WD: W and 
V* V= W* W = I, the eigenvalues of 0: are the same as the eigenvalues of 
Di. A comparison of the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues from Di 
and D{ yields either 
(a) hl =h:,A[ = &,! if either (s > 0, t > 0) or (s < 0, t < 0) or 
(b) xl=h,!,X,“=h: if either (s>O, t<O) or (s<O,t>O). 
In either case, if s #t and k > 1, then 
which is impossible. Hence, k must be equal to one and hi = 1. The converse 
of this result is immediate. This proves (i). 
(ii): Using Lemma 1 in VDiV* = WD{ W*, we have that B= WV is 
unitary, V= WB, and BD,” = D,“B. Using B = ( Bii; i, i = 1,2,. . . , k), BD,S = D,SB 
gives 
(v-v)Z$=O C+ Bij=O for i#i. 
This proves that B = diag( B,,, . . . , Bkk). The converse result is immediate. 
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(iii): Using Lemma 1 in WD,“v* = VD; W*, we have that B = WV is 
unitary, V= WB, B* Dh = D,‘B and B@ = DiB*. Now taking the conjugate 
transpose of B* Di = Di B, we have 
and hence 
D,“-‘B=BD,--” or Di-“=BD,-“B*. 
As in case (i), this is possible iff k = 1, X, = 1. Then B* = B. The converse of 
this result is immediate. This proves (iii). 
(iv): Using Lemma 1 in WD,“V* = I’Di W, we have that B = W* V is 
unitary, V= WB, and B* Dh = D,“B. Hence, 
This shows that BD p = DAaB, which proves B = diag( B,,, . . . , Bkk). Using this 
in B*D,” = D,“B, we get B* = B. The converse is immediate. This proves (iv). 
n 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a square matrix; then 
(i) A(A*A)“=A(AA*)” for some rwnz~o integers s iff A is normu or 
AA* = A*A. 
(ii) A(A*A)” = A&A*)’ f or some integers s#t iff AA* = A*A is 
idmnpotent. 
(iii) A(A*A)” = A*(AA*)” f or some nonzero integer s iff A is Hermitian. 
(iv) A(A*A)“= A*(,*)’ f or same integers s #t iff A = A3 and A = A*. 
(v) A(A*A)S = A*(AA*)' f or some integers s # t and tr A = rank A iff A is 
Hermitian and idempotent. 
Proof. Let A be a square matrix of rank r. Then, by the singular-value 
decomposition (see, for example, [3, p. S]), we can write 
A = WD, V*, 
where D~=diag(A,Z,.,...,&Z,J, r=Z:=Irj, h,>h,>--. >h,>O, and V*V= 
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W* W= I,. Using this in A(A*A)” = A&I*)“, we get 
and by Lemma 1, W* V= B is unitary and V= WB. Then A(A*A)“= 
A(AA*)* is equivalent to 
D2sv = B*Dz”W* 
A A 
Then, by Lemma 2(i), k = 1, A, = 1, and hence A = WV* = WB* W*. There- 
fore AA* = WW* =A*A is idempotent. The converse is immediate. This 
proves (ii). 
(ii): Using the singular value decompostion theorem in A(A*A)“= 
A(A*A)*, we get 
and by Lemma 1, W* V= B is unitary and V= WB. Then A(A*A)“= 
A&4*)* is equivalent to 
D 2sv = B* D 2*W* 
A A 
Then, by Lemma 2(i), k = 1, A, = 1, and hence A = WV* = WB* W*. There- 
fore AA* = WW* = A*A is idempotent. The converse is immediate. This 
proves (ii). 
we riiieApplying the singular-value decomposition to A(A*A)S=A*(AA*)S, 
and then using Lemma 2(iv), B = W* V is Hermitian unitary, V= WB, and 
B = diag( B,,, . . . , B,J, so that D,B= BD,. Now, 
This means that A = A*. The converse is immediate. This proves (iii). 
(iv): Applying the singular-value decomposition to A(A*A)S=A*(AA*)*, 
we have 
~2”+1v* = ~f*++w* 
A 
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and then using Lemma 2(iii), k= 1, X, = 1, B= W* V is Hermitian unitary, 
and V= WB. Then 
A = WV* = WBW* is Hermitian, 
A’= WBW*WBW*= WB’W*= WW* and A3=A. 
The converse is immediate. This proves (iv). 
(v): Using the results (iv), we have 
A = WBW*, 
where B is a Hermitian unitary matrix. That is, B2 = Z and B = B*. Hence, 
the eigenvalues of B are either 1 or - 1. Let the eigenvalues of B be 
6 1 ,..., 8,. Then Si= +l or -1. Since r=trA, we get 
r=trB= i$I Si, 
which means that all ai’s must be equal to 1. Hence, B becomes a nonsingu- 
lar Hermitian and idempotent matrix, and therefore B= I. This proves 
A = WW*. The converse is immediate. This proves (v). q 
The author is thankful to the referee and the editor fJr making sugges- 
tions which have improved the presentation. 
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